
HEA Executive Board Meeting
Date: December 1, 2014

CALL TO ORDER 3:15
ROLL CALL 

xJohn Langelund, xEileen Duhig, xMary Amidei, xCathy Lanyon, xMaureen Coutre, Millie Naughton, Julia 
D’Agostino, Kristi Aguilar, Karen Brennan, Ryan Manning, Katie Krajewski, Connie Wrobleski, xThom Koch, 
xKaren Janisch, xRenee Schiemann, xAnthony Dengler, xSandra Cruickshank, Sue Bonnem, xLindsay Gerjol, 
xRich Viviano, xAnne Foley, Patti Powell, Deb Jones, xKatie, Bartel, xToni Schramm, xHillary Marchel, xErin 

Brickman, xChris Kwiatkowski, xErin Roche, Brenda Henriksen, xShelly Goodman, Jen Schmidt, xMarc 
Infante, xTeri Plohr, Jodi Jost, xNathan Hahn, Cheryl Sanks, Carrie Strauts, xAnita Sherling

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING: 
COMMITTEE REPORTS: Cards sent to Mary Ameidi, Debbie Liden 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
1. Tabled topic / grievance: Ensuring the concern was understood -  here is what we 

know:
there is difference between what is a grievance or a regular day to day 
conversation that we have with our members. There are things that are just not in 
the contract. ie. Class size a significant concern - there has been concern and 
relief and we will continue to push if there is no action, but it is not a grievance - a 
violation of the written language of  the contract. it is important to understand the 
process. 
Follow Flow Chart Example (attached)
Importance to follow up with a form of resolution to the issue.
commment: what if there is a concern still that member still feels that issue is not 
settled, but John says it is agreed and settled.? (John would come back to 
executive board meeting and we then decide whether to move forward or not.) 
Thoughts or questions:
- due process is not laid out and that is something that we are concerned about - 
(if a staff member gets in trouble for behavior, there are different people 
that handle that - building rep, building rep and HR, there are some different 
levels  and the comfort of the member that you would like there)
Will the “form” be used for everything that is questioned about the contract?  
(John’s concern - there are things that happen every week that we could 
“grieve”, but things you can resolve quickly with principal, it is  problematic 
using the word grievance) Commentary made that the contract word is also 
“complaint” (When it doesn’t get solved satisfactorily, then I would be 
comfortable using the word grievance. Administratively - they have a fair say 
so in many things - we try to hold them to doing what is right and good for 
kids, but we have no control over issues).
Discussion:   purpose for motion to make more people involved? Discuss 
what would their positions be?  More eyes and ears. Comment: too many cooks in 
the kitchen. Much more discussion....



**motion (Roche) to have 2 specific named people, in addition to the executive 
board, on the appointed grievance committee   -  (Marchel 2nd)
7 ayes - all others in attendance (nay) - motion not passed.
Johm: Transparency is important to the organization  - where we are as an 
organization and what the perception is in the buildings. Hearing some of the 
perceptions brought here are concerning.
Our new governor may make changes to the governing unions and we should be 
ready to respond and be supportive of the members.
There will be, and should be, differences of opinions and be free to share and 
bring those and work in the best interest of all and the organization.
2.  Negotiations update: Have had 4 meetings - generally going well. Next topic 

financial proposals from the district and this will tell us how this is going to go 
from here on out. 

Comment that financial topic was supposed to be already talked about (board was 
not ready - delayed until the next meeting - later we can share the 
information.)
Comment on District salaries on the web site not found. Can we compare their 
salaries over the years and to (email sent to dave to see where it is located on 
the site) ratio of our salaries to theirs (in the past if we got the raise then 
they followed us -it has been different as of late because they are doing 2 
year contracts for the admin) 
Will our negotiations effect or influence increases in admin salaries? (we have no 
say in what their increases are - and the board for 7 or 8 years has 
hammered admin pay wise and benefit wise in comparison to surrounding 
district .... it has now improved but they are still one of the lower generally 
speaking)
Next steps?
- negotiating committee will come up with a contract that will then be presented to 

all staff and at that point we explain the changes good and bad and the salary 
schedule - and what was pushed or not pushed - has to get ratified by 
membership.

- not supposed to divulge these things right now.  
- Comment:  although you say there are no surprises, we really don’t know what the 

“no surprises”are - (all topics and concerns came from the listening session 
that came from your building membership. We will do some large meetings to 
explain and talk and roll it out page by page)

NEW BUSINESS:
1. Election directions and material: Distributed



2.Please ask for nominees for NEA in Orlando - July 1 - July 6 in Orlando, Florida

BUILDING REPORTS
TOWNLINE - nothing
 ASPEN -  continued substitute difficulties with 1/2 day jobs dropping. Pulling 
certified ESP’s to cover then causes other conflicts.
Replies from DO emails not made. (send John specifics; suggestion to email or 
CC the DO member’s secretary for better results. Additionally, if you have 
sent 2 emails and get no response please let John know in order to keep data)
Deadline for masters - questions and help to accomplish this? (meet with HR 
schedule through secretary)
Aspen principal - evaluations (clarified to principal) 
comment: where are these distinguished teachers? (there is going to be an 
evaluation committee to evaluate the evaluation system - is it being done 
fairly throughout the buildings)
SOUTH - nothing     
MIDDLE SOUTH - nothing
NORTH - Assistants to stay after contract hours for busses and additional duty 
added.  (Discuss with the
principal)      
MIDDLE NORTH – When will we know when stipends are approved and not 
approved (another committee meeting will be within the next month)
why can’t district allow paycheck pickup ahead of holiday as in the past? The 
checks are still dated and can’t be cashed, so what is the problem?
DUAL LANGUAGE - none                           
TOWER - 12 month (secretaries and custodians) and 10 month employees hours- 
custodians are always forgotten about (John will clarify)
LINCOLN - none

ANNOUNCEMENTS: For our January meeting please bring suggestions to 
improve our association’s communication, attendance level at meetings, and any 
areas where we are lacking.
 
ADJOURNMENT: motion to adjourn Janisch/2nd Schramm, meeting adjourned 
4:34 PM



BREAKFAST MEETING NOTES 12/3/14
1. Paychecks— paper people had to wait; can they print it ahead of time?

1. They understand the concern, but it cannot be changed. The checks 
are not always printed and ready, and on a holiday, most staff chooses 
to take days off; they cannot guarantee that someone will be in the 
office to give members their checks.

2. If it is possible for members to go paperless, it is  still an option, and 
Brad is happy to sit down with anyone to help fill out the paperwork.

2. All 12-month and 10-month are observing holidays, except custodians.
1. The memo that went out was in error; those hours should have been 

regular for the secretarial staff.  Nick will think through this and get 
back to us with something that makes things fair.

3. Second Monday of every month — can admin steer clear of meetings on that 
day?

1. They will talk to admin at the next AT meeting to make the 
expectation clear.

4. Calendar - half days
1. The initial response from the board has been fairly positive, but 

they have some logistical questions.

5. ESP Supervision
1. The attorney addressed it.  The ESPs can be with kids alone; the line 

of sight rule is okay.
2. Nick & Lynn will get more clarification on what is acceptable, 

especially thinking about SPED accommodations.

                                                                                      




